The Principal Theorem of Wedderburn for a finite-dimensional algebra A states that A is the vector space direct sum of its radical R and an algebra isomorphic to A/R. It will be shown that the corresponding theorem is not true for all Banach algebras, but that it is true with certain restrictions.
The Principal Theorem of Wedderburn for a finite-dimensional algebra A states that A is the vector space direct sum of its radical R and an algebra isomorphic to A/R. It will be shown that the corresponding theorem is not true for all Banach algebras, but that it is true with certain restrictions.
The terminology of Jacobson [3]1 will be followed for radical, quasi-inverse, and quasi-regular. The notations x O y = x+y+xy and x' for the quasi-inverse of x will also be employed. Definition 1. A Banach algebra is a complete normed linear space which is also an algebra over the complex numbers satisfying xy|| =N IMI.
All the following results are proved for real algebras in [l] by the same methods.
To show that the Wedderburn theorem does not hold for an arbitrary Banach algebra, consider the commutative algebra A which is the completion of the algebra of all finite sums It can be shown [l ] that the radical of A is one-dimensional. Thus no restriction on the dimension of the radical will suffice. However it will now be shown that it is sufficient for A/R to be finite-dimensional. Theorem 1. If A is a Banach algebra, R its radical, and A/R is Unite-dimensional, then there is a subalgebra S of A isomorphic and homeomorphic to A/R. A is the vector space direct sum S+R. Consider first a single matric algebra MEA/R, where M is generated over the complexes by «<y, w,< are pairwise orthogonal idempotents, UijUjk=Uik, and Ui¡uk, = 0 for k^j. Since there are a finite number of Uu, by Lemma 1 A contains idempotents en-run with e«eyy = eyyCü = 0 for %9*j. Choose an element va-*Ua and an element Py-*My. Since UiiUiiUii = un and MuttiyWyy™«iy, »a may be chosen in euAen; Vi¡ may be chosen in en4eyy. Then »íyWyi-niiyKyi = Mu. Hence »jyWyi = eii+cy where a¡ is in JZHcuiacn. By [3], a'¡ exists. (cii+aj)(cu+ay) = Cii+aicii+CiiOy+ai'oy = Cn since aj= E (~~ai)n 1S a'so in ^n-4«ii-Define e,y=c<i«iy. Then e<y«y*=«¿i and e,->en: = 0 for jVA. Clearly e<yis License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use in A and ey-*Uq. Thus A contains a total matric algebra (en) isomorphic to M. The sum of the algebras Si so constructed for each Mi is the ring direct sum since the basis elements are constructed from mutually orthogonal idempotents.
This completes Lemma 2.
Proof of theorem. A/R is the direct sum of a finite number of finite-dimensional total matric algebras over the complex numbers. Hence A contains a subalgebra S=A/R.
Since the isomorphism S-+A/R is continuous, it is a homeomorphism.
S is semi-simple; so Sf~\R = 0. Therefore S+R is a vector space direct sum.
When A/R is not finite-dimensional the theorem can still be proved if R is finite-dimensional and A/R is a well known type of algebra most generally defined in [4] as follows: Definition 2. The B(<x>) direct sum of a denumerable number of algebras A < is the completion in a specified norm of the algebra of all sequences {a<} such that a,-in A < are 0 for all but a finite number of i.
Theorem 2. If A is a Banach algebra, the radical R of A is finitedimensional, and A/R is the B( ») direct sum of finite-dimensional total matric algebras, then A is a vector space direct sum, A=B + C+D, where B is finite-dimensional, BC=CB = 0, every idempotent of C mapping on an element in the basis of A/R is orthogonal to R, and DER-When A is commutative, D = 0 and A is a ring direct sum of B and C.
Let n be the dimension of R. Then there are at most n distinct primitive orthogonal idempotents e* and « distinct primitive orthogonal idempotents e, of A for which e^y^O and ^"=^0 for any rk and r, in R. Otherwise n n eB+i»Vt-i = E o:kekrk, rB+ieB+i = E ß»r'e» *=i «=i for complex ak and ß" since any n + l elements of R are linearly dependent. However, eB+i(eB+ir"B+i) = en+irn+i = 2-, oiken+iekrk = 0, (»Vfien+i)eB+i = rn+ie"+i = ¿2 ß>r>e'en+i = 0.
Hence there are at most 2ra primitive orthogonal idempotents e¡ for which ejR^O or Rej^O.
Let {«<;■} be a basis for the matric algebras of A/R. Choose a fixed set of eij constructed as in Lemma 2 to map on «¿y, and number the set so that e¡ = e¡¡, j=l, • • • , s, are all idempotents of the set {e<y} which are not orthogonal to the radical. Define e= E*-i ei< B = eAe, C=(l-e)A(l-e),andD = eA(l-e) + (l-e)Ae.ThenA=B+C+D If A is commutative, e(l-e)=0; so D = 0. Therefore A is a ring direct sum, A =B®C.
Note that if c< = e« is an idempotent of {e,-,-} which is orthogonal to R and ek = ekk is an idempotent of {en} which maps on uk = ukk in the same matric algebra as un, then ekk is also orthogonal to R, since by Lemma 2 there exist etk and eki such that e/fc,e«e¿¡b = ekk. Then ekkR = ekieueikR = 0, and Rekk = Rekieueik = 0.
Let u be the image of e under A-+A/R. Then u is the sum u = Ii + • • • +/" where Im is the unit element of a matric algebra in A/R. Now D->u(A/R)(l-«) + (l-u)(A/R)u.
Since u commutes with A/R, D-*0. Therefore DER-eAe/R is finite-dimensional and R is finite-dimensional. Therefore eAe is finite-dimensional. All idempotents of {en} not orthogonal to R are in B; so all idempotents of {dj} in C are orthogonal to R. This completes Theorem 2.
The Principal Theorem of Wedderburn is known for finite-dimensional algebras, so B = Sx + Ri. If it can be proved that C = S2 + R2, then it is proved for A ; for 5 = St + S2 is a subalgebra, and it follows from BC=CB = 0 that S1S2 = S25i = 0, which implies Si + S2^A/R.
A C*-algebra is a Banach algebra with a conjugate linear involution x->x* such that (xx*)' exists for all x and ||xx*|| =||x¡|2. It is proved in [4] that a completely continuous C*-algebra is the 5(») direct sum of finite-dimensional total matric algebras.
Theorem 3. If A /R is a completely continuous C*-algebra and R is finite-dimensional, then A is a vector space direct sum, A =S+R, of R and an algebra S isomorphic and homeomorphic to A/R. Theorem 2 applies to give A =B+C+D.
The remark above implies a continuous isomorphism between Si and B/Ri. By the closed graph theorem this is a homeomorphism ; so it remains to prove the theorem only for the algebra C in which every idempotent of the set {«,->} is orthogonal to R. It will thus be assumed that all idempotents in the set {en} are orthogonal to R.
Lemma 3. All elements of {etJ} are orthogonal to R.
Since en = enea = e.yCyy, and it has been assumed that all idempotents are orthogonal to R, it is clear that all d, are. This shows that the mapping of any finite sum Eí-i N* mto A/R is an isometry. Let 5 be the 25(») direct sum of the subalgebras Si of A. Since A is complete, SEA. A dense subset of 5 maps isometrically and isomorphically onto a dense subset of A/R; therefore 5 is isomorphic and isometric to A/R. This proves Theorem 3. The theorem will now be proved for an algebra in which the mapping A-^A/R depresses the norm as little as possible. Definition 3. An h algebra is the commutative Banach algebra of all sums E«»M»> where a< are complex, w,-are a denumerable number of primitive orthogonal idempotents, and || Ea'M'll = E!«»| <°°-Theorem 4. If A/R is an h algebra and R is finite-dimensional, then A =S+R where S is a subalgebra of A isomorphic and homeomorphic to A/R.
As in Theorem 3 it is sufficient to consider an algebra A in which each idempotent c< is orthogonal to R.
There exist pairwise orthogonal idempotents er+Ui by Lemma 1. The proof of Lemma 4 shows ||e,j|=l.
For any x= E«<e» >n A, 11*11 =11 E«<e<ll = El ««-I IM = El «»-I =11 E«<m¿II-N°w x->E*¿m<.
and the mapping A-*A/R decreases norms. Hence ||*|I = EI«»I> that is, the mapping is an isometry on the completion S of the subalgebra of A generated by the e¿. Therefore 5 is isometric and isomorphic to A/R and A =S+R. This completes the proof. In all the previous theorems the completion of the algebra generated by elements mapping on basis elements of A/R is disjoint from the radical. The following theorem shows this property is the essential one.
Theorem 5. Suppose A is a Banach algebra, that the radical R is finite-dimensional, that A/R is the £( ») sum of finite-dimensional total matric algebras, that S is the 5( » ) sum in A of the matric algebras isomorphic to those of A/R, and that S(~}R =0. Then S is isomorphic and homeomorphic to A/R, and A is the vector space direct sum S+R. Since S is semi-simple, A =S+R.
